“Fabulous fun for the
whole family."

PRESENTS

VICTORIAN

CIRCUS
EXTRAVAGANZA
Featuring a family of life-size puppet elephants,
spectacular displays of aerial acroba9cs, s9lt walkers,
jugglers and much more.

Get ready for the greatest circus
extravaganza of all times!

CIRCUS

A whole Victorian Circus is ready to
light up your day with music, colours,
stunts and loads, loads of smiles.
Your audience will delight in a spectacular parade of
a acrobats, jugglers, strongmen and a whole family
of fabulous life-size puppet elephants brought back
to life from the Victorian times to ﬂood your streets
with skills and joy and will make your day impossible
to forget.
A single act that can be fully tailored to your event,
surely to become an event itself!

Did you know?

The Victorian Circus Extravaganza has been performed in
the quadrangle of Windsor Castle. Lost in Translation is the
ﬁrst circus to set foot on royal grounds in over 100 years.

PARADE

The Performance

The performance is modular and tailored to any particular
event and includes 3 key elements:

Elephant Parade
Circus Extravaganza
Aerial & Acroba:c Performance

Featuring a full scale parade of life sized elephants
and performers in marvellous 19th century costume.

ELEPHANT

Elephant Parade
A family of life-size elephant puppets will make the
streets come alive with an enchanting parade,
creating a fabulous surprise among all the

Pablo the baby elephant, is very happy to toddle around and
to meet new friends; he would spend all day playing with
children in the streets however his mummy and daddy are
there to keep an ever watchful eye on him.
They enjoy people to admire their regality and they're very keen in
being photographed. But they have a long way to travel, so they will call
their son back to carry on their journey.

The elephant walkabout will be accompanied by a
collective circus performance, high-impact, loud
and colourful that will surely animate your event.
The performances usually involved are the following:

S:ltwalking

Unicycling

Juggling

Group Acroba:cs

Walkabout acts include a female lion tamer and her human
male lion, strong women and stilt walkers make it a one day
festival all on its own.

CIRCUS

Circus Extravaganza

AERIAL

Aerial & Acrobatic
Performance
The parade will lead the audience at the foot of
our impressive 9 metre high aerial rig.
Our sparkly ringmaster will introduce the grand ﬁnale: a
stunning non-stop 15 minutes of aerial and acrobatics
performance that will leave the audience in awe.
The performance usually includes:

Cloudswing

Korean Cradle

Aerial Silks

Acroba:c Grand Finale

INTRODUCING

Lost in Translation
Lost in Translation is one of the UK’s leading contemporary circus
companies. Our blend of high-level, dynamic circus skills within a
character driven theatrical context and trademark warm humour
has audiences howling in appreciation.

We create both indoor and outdoor ensemble-based performances, working with a
tight-knit group of performers from Italy, France, Ireland and Australia. This results
in extraordinary, multi-layered performances told through physical language.

Our performances are open and
accessible to everyone.

We have a deep desire to connect people, communities and cultures. We actively
work to engage and develop new audiences through the performance – and by
oﬀering high quality outreach and educational activities in collaboration with our
presenting partners.
In the city of Norwich, Lost in Translation have created The Oak Circus Centre, the
ﬁrst of its kind in East Anglia. It is used as the company’s creation centre and also as
a base for their education programme, running courses and classes for all ages
taught by our experienced circus professionals.

REACH OUT

Lost in Translation
Massimiliano Rossetti - Director litcircus@gmail.com +44 7904 173268
Antonino Giuﬀre - Producer production@litcircus.com +44 7400 665028
lostintranslationcircus.com

